BEHAVIOR CHECKLIST
For under 18 years of age
Please check ALL that apply, both positive and
negative






























Accident Prone
Affectionate
Alcohol use/abuse
Argues, talks back, defiant, uncooperative
Bullies/bossy, pushes others around, teases,
fighting
Cheats at games, tests
Complains, pouts, whines
Concern for others, shows compassion
Conflicts with those in charge/parents, and
rules
Cries easily, gets feelings hurt quickly
Dawdles, wastes time, day dreams,
procrastinates
Dependent, immature, needs others to do
things that child should be able to do
Disobedient, uncooperative, chooses the
opposite of what is requested, won’t follow
rules
Disrupts family activities, outings
Distractible, daydreams, poor concentration,
inattentive, slow to respond, spaces out
Drug, alcohol abuse, prescription & over the
counter drugs
Eating: picky eater, hoards food, odd
combinations, over and/or under eats, poor
manners
Exercise problems, over/under
Failure in school
Fearful of others, places, things, separation
Fire setting, plays with matches, candles
Friendly, outgoing, has close friends
Headaches, tummy aches, constantly doesn’t
feel well
Imaginary playmates, insists they are real
Immature, plays with younger children,
clowns around
Interrupts, talk out of turn, over talks others
Lacks organization, unprepared, loses
homework, forgets what is suppose to be
doing


































Lacks respect for authority, insults,
manipulates, provokes
Legal problems: stealing, vandalism, drugs
uses/sells
Likes to be alone, isolates
Low frustration, easily agitate
Lies
Mean to animals/ others
Moody, up and down
Mute, refuses to talk
Nail biting, pricks at sores
Nervous, jumpy
Nightmares, night terrors
Obedient, eager to help
Overactive, fidgety, restless, hyperactive,
noisy
Perfectionism
Prejudiced, bigoted, name calls
Relationships poor: siblings, peers, parents
new marriage
Responsible, takes on duties
Repetitious movement, rocking
Runs away, darts, disappears
Sad, unhappy, teary
Self-harm, self-done tattoos, cuts, scratches
Smokes: ___________________
Self Harm:_________________
Sexual: active, acting out, public
masturbation, preoccupation
Stubborn
Suicidal talk, attempts
Swearing, blasphemies, bathroom language
Teased, picked on, bullied
Temper tantrums, rages
Thumb sucking, finger sucking, hair
chewing, collar chewing
Tics-involuntary movements
Uncoordinated, clumsy

Other not listed: _______________________________________________________________
Of the above, which is your greatest concern: ________________________________________
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